We present fiber Bragg grating fabricated in rectangular microfiber for temperature-independent refractive index (RI) measurement. The grating has two Bragg peaks due to the high geometrical birefringence of the rectangular microfiber. The two peaks present different RI responses because the modes along the orthogonal polarizations have different energy fractions in terms of evanescent field outside the silica microfiber and hence the light/liquid interaction strength are different. In contrast, they exhibit identical temperature sensitivities because most mode energy is confined in the microfiber and the thermal-optic effect of silica dominantly determines the temperature response. As a result, temperature-independent RI sensing can be realized by monitoring the wavelength separation between the two peaks. © 2012 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 060. 2370, 060.3735, 230.3990, 260.1440. Recently, microfiber Bragg gratings (mFBGs), fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) fabricated in optical fibers with microsize diameter, have been attracting increased attention for sensing applications due to their high sensitivity to ambient refractive index (RI), providing the potential for detecting of bio/chemical targets [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Just like the normal FBGs in conventional fibers, the mFBGs are sensitive to temperature. The temperature sensitivity of mFBG will be a considerable influence in accurate RI sensing, toward biomedical applications. Therefore, the cross sensitivity is a key issue for practical applications for the mFBGs based RI sensors. The discrimination between RI and temperature can be achieved by using a normal FBG as temperature reference, however, this complicates the sensor configuration. In this paper, we demonstrate a method for temperature-independent RI measurement based on a single mFBG fabricated in rectangular microfiber. The mFBG has two reflection peaks due to the high geometrical birefringence of the rectangular microfiber [8, 9] . The two peaks show the same response to temperature and different response to ambient RI. Temperature-independent RI sensing can be realized by monitoring the wavelength separation between the two peaks. The microfiber was fabricated from the rectangular silica fiber with the cross-sectional profile as shown in Fig. 
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The microfiber was fabricated from the rectangular silica fiber with the cross-sectional profile as shown in Fig. 1(a) . It contains a circular germanium-doped core with a diameter of d 6 μm and a rectangular silica cladding with dimensions of a 113 μm and b 70 μm. The cutoff wavelength is 1258 nm and the initial birefringence is negligible (<10 −6 ). The fiber was tapered down to microsize by using the flame-heated taper drawing approach. Figure 1(b) shows the optical microscope images of the fabricated rectangular microfibers with different dimensions. A 2 mm wide flame generated by the burning of butane was used as the heat source. The heating temperature and elongation speed has been optimized to preserve the fiber cross-sectional profile. As the fiber dimensions decreases down to micrometer, the rectangular microfiber can be considered as a waveguide, consisting of a rectangular core and air cladding, and the mode energy is confined by the rectangular core. As a result, a high geometrical birefringence is formed due to the noncircular geometry of the microfiber. Figure 1(c) shows the calculated fundamental-mode profile of the microfiber by use of finite-element-method (FEM).
The experimental setup for grating inscription is the same with that described in [6, 7] . The rectangular microfiber was exposed to the ultraviolet light from a 193 nm excimer laser through a phase mask with a period of 1073.81 nm. A super-luminescent light emitting diode light source and an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) were used for monitoring the reflection spectrum of mFBG. The resolution of the OSA is 0.01 nm. The microfiber was fixed in front of the phase mask with a distance of ∼100 μm. The energy and repetition rate of the laser were set to 3 mJ∕pulse and 200 Hz, respectively. A cylindrical lens was used to focus the UV beam to enhance the energy density. The single pulse energy density incident upon the microfiber was estimated to be 120 mJ∕cm 2 . Hydrogen loading or other photosensitization treatment was not performed and the gratings can be directly inscribed in the rectangular microfibers. The index modulation was produced in both the germanium-doped core region and pure silica cladding region by two photon absorption at the 193 nm irradiation wavelength [6] . The mFBGs have two reflection peaks corresponding to the two polarization axes. The wavelength separation between the two peaks were 1.84, 2.58, and 4.38 nm for the microfibers with dimensions of a 4.8, 4.1, and 3.5 μm, respectively. The reflectivity contrast between the two peaks can be adjusted by use of a polarization controller, considering the polarization-dependent output of the light source. The side peaks at the short wavelength side of the individual Bragg peaks are a result of unapodized longitudinal index modulation. The unwanted lobes can be suppressed by introducing a proper apodization profile. Figure 2 exhibits that as the microfiber size decreases, the grating peak separation increases. This is because the geometrical birefringence is enhanced with decreasing microfiber dimensions. Figure 3 shows the FEM-simulated modal birefringence as a function of the microfiber dimension. In the model, the RI of the germanium-doped core and pure silica cladding are 1.455 and 1.44402 respectively, which is based on the measurement of the grating inscription on the untapered rectangular fiber. The solid curve is the simulated result. The dots represent the index values estimated from the measured peak separation of the mFBGs. According to the simulation, the modal birefringence of the microfibers with dimensions of a 4.8, 4.1, and 3.5 μm, are 2.1 × 10 −3 , 3.2 × 10 −3 , and 4.5 × 10 −3 , respectively, which is in agreement with the estimated values, 1.7 × 10 −3 , 2.4 × 10 −3 , and 4.1 × 10 −3 , based on the measured peak separation.
Temperature-independent RI sensing was demonstrated with the mFBG in the 4.8 μm microfiber. The response to RI was characterized by immersing the mFBG into the sucrose solution. The temperature of the solution was maintained at 20°C. The RI was changed in range from 1.33 to 1.365 by changing the solution concentration. Figure 4 shows the measured wavelength shifts of the two peaks and RI. The RI sensitivity of the peak corresponding to the slow and fast axis was about 39.5 and 45.1 nm∕RIU, respectively, at RI of 1.36. Both the peaks redshift with increasing RI as a result of the evanescentfield interaction. However, they present different sensitivities because the two orthogonal modes have different evanescent-field energy fractions. The peak with shorter resonance wavelength exhibits higher RI sensitivity because the corresponding mode has larger energy fractions outside the microfiber, which results in a stronger interaction with the surrounding medium. The inset of 
where Ws is the peak separation, and I represents the outer RI value. To characterize the temperature response, the mFBG was placed into a tube oven. A thermocouple was placed near the mFBG for the calibration of temperature. The temperature of the oven was set to 120°C to anneal the grating for an hour prior to the measurement of temperature response. Figure 5 shows the measured peak wavelength shifts with temperature. The inset shows the peak separation versus temperature. The two peaks exhibit the same response to temperature with sensitivity coefficient of ∼12.01 pm∕°C, which is similar to that of normal FBG in standard single-mode fiber. The difference between temperature coefficients of the two peaks was ∼0.08%. Since most mode energy reside in the microfiber, the thermo-optic effect dominates the temperature sensitivity and therefore the two peaks present almost identical responses. Through further FEM calculation, we found that the change in peak separation induced by temperature variation is less than 0.01 nm, i.e., the resolution of the OSA, for RI ranges from 1.33 to 1.36, when the thermo-optic effect of the surrounding medium is not taken into consideration. Because the peak separation is free from temperature but sensitive to ambient RI, temperature-independent RI measurement can be realized by monitoring the peak separation.
To demonstrate the feasibility to measured slight RI changes of the proposed approach, the RI values of pure water in different temperature from 25 to 60°C were measured by using the mFBG. Table 1 shows the measurement results. For comparison, the true RI values of the water are also shown in Table 1 . The relative error is less than 0.5% as the water temperature varies from 25 to 60°C. For practical applications, the mFBG can be packaged into a chip integrated with microfluidic channels to improve the resistance of the microfiber. The on-chip configuration may offer a platform for the measurement based on evanescent-field interaction [10] .
In conclusion, we reported a compact configuration for temperature-independent RI measurement based on a single mFBG fabricated in high birefringence rectangular microfiber. The mFBG has two Bragg peaks showing the same temperature response but different RI response. Temperature-independent RI measurement has been demonstrated by monitoring the wavelength separation between the two peaks. 
